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Abstract-Heart   disease   is   an    appellation    that  offer a large number of heart related medical actions. The heart   

and  its   parts  are   directly   swayed by quirky heart actions which are portrayed by various medical actions. Major  

health   stumbling  block  in today’s  time  is   health   disease. Various machine learning algorithms are set in motion  

for   heart   disease   prediction   during   recent years. The aim of this paper is scrutinizing various machine learning  

algorithms. Various   investigations   reveal   that   Neural   networks  with 15 attributes has surpassed over all other  

machine   learning   algorithms. The   peroration   obtained    from    the    investigation    states that decision tree is  

considered when there is a complex dataset and has shown good accuracy with the aid of genetic algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

    Machine   Learning    algorithms   are the programs   that     

    can learn the hidden patterns from the data, predict    the      

    output, and improve the performance from experiences    

    and on    their    own. Machine   learning algorithms are   

    increasingly getting admired in the   field   of healthcare.     

    Large   amount of complex data about patients, hospital  

    resources, disease registries electronic patient    records,   

    medical    equipment, etc.   are    generated by healthcare    

    industry.  The vast volume of data is a crucial resource     

    that    must   be    handled   and analyzed for knowledge   

    extraction     that     supports       cost     reduction     and     

    decision   making.  Medical experts can  apply machine  

    learning   in    healthcare   to    create   better  diagnostic    

    tools for examining medical pictures. Figure 1 depicts  

    the basic machine learning algorithm model. 

 

     One   in     three    persons   globally   have   high blood    

     pressure,    which    accounts   for   around    half of all      

     stroke    and    heart   disease fatalities, according to the  

     World    Health    Statistics  2012 report. Cardiovascular  

     disease (CVD),    another name for heart disease, refers  

     to a variety   of    illnesses  that affect the heart, not just  

     heart attacks. Heart dysfunction also refers to structural  

     issues     with      the     heart's       valves    or     irregular     

     heartbeats.   Heart   failure, arrhythmias,   and a   variety  

     of   other issues can result from these issues. 

  

     Heart    disease    prediction    in the healthcare industry    

     may    benefit    from   effective and efficient automated  

 

 

 

 

solutions. Our work makes an effort to give a thorough 

analysis of   the many machine   learning  algorithms that 

might be   used in these automated systems.  A patient   

will undergo fewer tests as a result of this automation. As 

a result, it will save both analysts' and   patients' time in 

addition to money. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

The   central   aim   of   this paper is utilizing various    

machine   learning     techniques      which   can    be 

obliging   for   medical  analysis or for explicit heart 

disease   diagnosis. The  central  methodology  used   for 

our work was by investigating the publications, journals 

and reviews in the field of computer science and 

engineering, machine learning and cardiovascular 

disease in neoteric times [5]. 

 
3. RESEARCH OBSERVATIONS 

 
3.1 Machine Learning and 

Neural Networks 
 
 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a mathematical 

model or computational    model    based on a biological   

neural network, commonly known as a “neural network".   

It is based, in other words, on the imitation of the 

biological neurological system.  
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    This study has established a strategy for predicting heart  

    disease based    on 15 features [4].    13     factors    were       

    previously    utilised  for  prediction, but   this   research    

    included     2     more    factors    obesity    and smoking     

    for  an   accurate diagnosis of heart   disease. 

 

    One    of    the     most    straightforward      and      efficient        

    classification      algorithms     is   the         Naïve   Bayes   

    Classifier,    which    aids     in    the    development   of       

    quick    machine    learning   models    capable  of making     

    accurate predictions.  Additionally,    a     database       of       

    heart      diseases    has    been  used to analyse different  

    machine    learning    techniques.    For  each classifier,   

    a confusion matrix is found. 
 

    The   results of   this   research   are   shown in   Table  

    1, which    demonstrates     that     neural   networks have    

    performed    better    than    other     machine     learning    

    techniques. 

 

      Table 1: Comparison of various machine learning          

      Algorithms 

 

 

  Table 2: Values of the features in the support set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

     Graph 1:   Comparison   of   various    machine      learning   

     Algorithms 

 

 

3.3 Fuzzy Logic and Genetic 
Algorithm 

The method   that is being   advocated in this    study    is 

an expanded   version   of   the model that combines fuzzy 

expert systems   and   genetic algorithms for efficient 

feature selection and classification.  For the development 

of knowledge-based systems in healthcare   for disease 

diagnosis, fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic are ideal [2]. 
 

In MATLAB, experiments are carried out with the fuzzy 

tool. The Mamdani   model of fuzzy   system is employed 

in this. Based on   their   knowledge of this field, the 

specialists who created the fuzzy   rules.  We use a dataset   

from   the   UCI machine learning repository, and we find 
that only 6 variables are   both useful and essential for 

predicting heart disease. The set of all the chosen features 

serves as the input to the proposed system, and the 

system’s output is a value of 0 or 1, which denotes whether 

a patient has heart disease or not. 

 

 

 

 

As part of the fuzzy logic process, the input data is first 

fuzzified by being gathered as a crisp set and then 

transformed into a fuzzy set utilising fuzzy linguistic 

variables, fuzzy linguistic words, and membership 

functions. Following that, an inference is drawn in 

accordance with a set of rules, and finally, the 

defuzzification process is carried out [2]. Based on the 
acquired support sets, this system constructs the fuzzy 

rules. This support set is shown in Table 2.      
                            
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

80.00%

90.00%

100.00%

110.00%

Naive Bayes Decision Tree Neural
Networks

ML Algorithms

Accuracy

Classification 

Techniques 

Accuracy 

Naive Bayes  89.75% 

Decision Trees  91.43% 

Neural Networks 99.58% 

S.No. Attributes Support Set 

Heart 

Patients 

Non – Heart 

Patients 

1.             chest pain 4 1,2,3 

2. Rbps 134-

153 

142-154 

3. Exang Yes No 

4. Oldpeak 2.06

-6.2 

<2.06 

5. Thalach 71-

136 

136-168 

6. Ca 1,2,3              0 
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3.4 Machine Learning and 
Supervised Machine Learning 
Algorithms 

This research work has presented the data classification 

based on various supervised machine learning algorithms, 

namely, Naïve Bayes, Decision List and KNN. 

TANAGRA tool is used to classify the data and the data 

is evaluated using 10- fold cross validation.  

 

 

TANAGRA [19]   is a machine learning   framework built 
for educational   and   research    applications.   

TANAGRA    is a machine   learning   tool   intended for   

use in   teaching   and research.  

 

 

It   has   an easy-to-use interface, direct access to data 

warehouses, and a wide range of machine learning 

algorithms for   analysis    and   experimentation.   

TANAGRA     makes it possible to evaluate and compare 

algorithm performance based on accuracy and calculation 

time. A training dataset of 3000 cases with 14 attributes 
is used to conduct experiments. Based on the attributes, 

this dataset is divided into two parts, with 70% of the data 

utilised for training and the remaining 30% for testing. 

The performance of each method is compared and 

assessed based on accuracy and calculation time [11]. 

Surprisingly, the Nave Bayes method outperformed the 

other two. Table 3 presents a detailed description of the 

algorithm performance study. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Performance analysis of various Algorithms 

 

 
 

Graph 2: Performance analysis of various Algorithms 

 

44.57%

50%

51.34%

Accuracy

KNN

Decision List

Naive Bayes

Algorithm Used Accuracy Time Taken 

KNN 44.57% 1000ms 

Decision List 50% 710ms 

Naive Bayes 51.34% 600ms 
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3.5 Machine Learning and Genetic 
Algorithm 

The goal of this research was to decrease the number of 

qualities that were used to diagnose heart disease. In the 

past, 13 attributes were utilised to make this prediction, 

but this study work used a genetic algorithm and feature  

subset selection to minimise the number of attributes to 

just six. With no traits and a starting population of 

randomly generated rules, the genetic search   began.  The 

idea of "survival of the fittest” was used to produce new 

populations that matched the fittest rules in   the   existing 
populations   and their progeny. Crossover and mutation, 

two genetic operators, were used to     produce    offspring.   

The    generation   process went on   indefinitely till it 

evolved. 

In addition to the genetic algorithm, the CFS Evaluator is 

also used. Weka 3.6.0 tool is used to conduct the 

observations. 909 records with 13 attributes made up the 

first data set. For simplicity, all qualities were made 

categorical, and contradictions were removed. Several 

classifiers are employed on the dataset corresponding to 

the 6 attributes after the 13 variables were reduced to 6, 
in order to predict heart disease. Table 4 displays a 

performance study of various classifiers. The table clearly 

shows that the Decision Tree outperformed the other 

models in terms of accuracy and mean absolute error. 

 

 

 

Table 4: Comparison Table for three  

Classifiers 

 

 
 

               Graph 3: Performance Analysis of     

               ML Algorithms 

 

ML 

Algorithms 

Accuracy Model 

Construction 

Time 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Classification 

via Clustering 

 

85.1% 0.06s 0.117 

Naive Bayes 93.7% 0.02s 0.044 

Decision Tree 99.1% 0.09s 0.00016 

 
                   Table 5: Performance analysis of IHDP    

  

 
     

            Graph 4: Comparison Table for three           

           Classifiers 
 

3.6 IHDPS and Machine Learning 
Algorithms 

In   this  study, a prototype   Intelligent    Heart Disease 

Prediction    System     (IHDPS)     was    created  using 
Decision      Trees, Naïve Bayes, and Neural Networks, 

three state  of the art techniques.  The .NET framework 

is     used     to     create  the   web-based, user-friendly, 

scalable,     dependasxble     and    expandable   IHDPS 

system [14]. 

 

Hidden knowledge linked with heart disease can be 

enduced from a   historical   heart   disease   dataset   

using    IHDPS. Baffling    queries   for     diagnosing 

heart disease can   be answered.  It enables healthcare 

analysts and practitioners to make deft clinical 
judgements that   are   not   possible with conventional   

decision   support tools.  By offering efficient therapies, 

it   also   helps   to   save   healthcare    expenses. 

Moreover, Both    tabular    and   graphical   forms   of   

the  results   are   manifested.   This   IHDPS   is   based   

on    15 attributes. 

 

The Cleveland Heart Disease database yielded a total of 909 

records. Two datasets, a training dataset (455 records) and 

a testing dataset (454 records), were created from the 

records. The investigation revealed that Naive Bayes had 

the highest percentage of accurate predictions for patients 
with heart disease (86.53%), followed by Neural Networks 

80.00%

82.00%

84.00%

86.00%

ANN Naive Bayes Decision Tree

ML Algorithms

Accuracy

85.10%

93.70%

99.10%

70.00% 80.00% 90.00% 100.00% 110.00%

CLASSIFICATION VIA 
CLUSTERING

NAIVE BAYES

DECISION TREE

ML Algorithms

Accuracy

ML Algorithms Accuracy 

  ANN 82.53% 

         Naive Bayes 83.53% 

         Decision Tree    85% 
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(85.53%), and Decision Trees (85.53%). However, when 

predicting people without heart disease, decision trees 

proved to be the most accurate, scoring (89%) compared to 

the other two models. 

 

4 RESULTS 
Result of each machine   learning   algorithm has been 

shown clearly in   different tables for better 

apprehension.  Various classifiers are used in 

combination with   many     machine learning   

algorithms   for heart disease prediction. As per 

observation, same classifiers have shown different 

accuracy in different machine learning algorithms in few 

cases. 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Our work’s   primary   goal is to give a study of several 

machine learning algorithms that can be used in automated 

heart disease prediction    systems.  In   this   paper, various     

methods   and machine   learning classifiers that have 

become available for the quick and accurate diagnosis of 

heart disease are defined.  The investigation   reveals   that 

a neural network with 15 attributes has   so far   

demonstrated    the   maximum accuracy, or 100%. Using 
15 attributes, Decision   Tree   has likewise done well, 

achieving   an accuracy rate of 99.62%.  Additionally, 

Decision Tree   has demonstrated 99.2% efficiency when 

combined with Genetic Algorithm and 6 characteristics.  
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